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“Students will select, perform and refine 
more challenging basic skills in a variety 
of environments and using various 
equipment” Physical Education Program of 
Studies, Alberta Learning, 2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�MOVE�EFlCIENTLY�TO�THE�

waypoints
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�USE�COMPASSES�TO�LOCATE�

waypoints

COMPASS PLAY
WITH A COMPASS: 
$ISTRIBUTE�A�COMPASS�TO�
each pair of students. Ask 
students which way is north, 
and have them orient their compasses by turning the bezel/dial on the compass so that 0º 
LINES�UP�WITH�NORTH��OR�LINE�UP�THE�RED�ARROW�ON�THE�COMPASS�WITH�THE�@.��ON�THE�BEZEL�DIAL��
Then ask students to turn their bodies while holding the compass flat on their hand so that 
THE�NEEDLE�LINES�UP�WITH�����AND�HAVE�THEM�CALL�OUT�THE�DIRECTION��EAST	��$O�THE�SAME�FOR�
������SOUTH	�AND�������WEST	��.OW�CALL�OUT�RANDOM�DEGREES�AND�HAVE�THE�STUDENTS�WALK�IN�
THAT�DIRECTION��(AVE�YOUNGER�STUDENTS�WALK�IN�ORDINAL�DIRECTIONS��E�G���.��.7��.%��)NSTRUCT�
PARTNERS�TO�TAKE�TURNS�@OPERATING��THE�COMPASS�EACH�TIME�A�NEW�DIRECTION�OR�DEGREE�IS�CALLED�
WITHOUT A COMPASS:�#ALL�OUT�BOTH�A�DIRECTION�AND�A�LOCOMOTOR�MOVEMENT��E�G���CRAWL��
walk, and have students move in that direction until a new locomotor movement and 
direction are called.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
OUTDOOR�ACTIVITIES��SEE�PAGES���������IN�h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�
!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�
2ESEARCH��!#)#2	�������

Warm It Up

Lesson 4 of 6

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

Orienteering
EQUIPMENT
compasses » waypoint tracking and directions 
sheet » clipboard and a pencil for each pair (see 
below for compass free options) » square control 
markers (could also be soup can lids or dollar 
store finds) with letters on each

RELATED RESOURCES
s� !LBERTA�/RIENTEERING�!SSOCIATION�

website, www.orienteeringalberta.ca
s� ,EARN�/RIENTEERING�WEBSITE� 

www.learn-orienteering.org/old/
lesson1.html

Activity
Basic Skills 
Application of 
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Basic Skills 
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WAYPOINT CHALLENGE
Be sure to take into account the abilities of all students 
when planning learning opportunities and incorporate 
variations as needed to ensure learning and success for 
all. Prior to the class, place control markers (waypoints) 
AT�THE�AVERAGE�CHILD�S�CHIN�HEIGHT�OR�LOWER�ON�LANDMARKS�
throughout the school yard; e.g., obvious fence posts, 
BENCHES��DOORS��-ARK�THE�LOCATIONS�OF�THE�WAYPOINTS�ON�A�TEACHER�MAP�OF�THE�SCHOOL�YARD��
Prepare enough waypoints to spell a word that students can unscramble at the end of the 
activity; e.g., l-e-a-d-e-r-s-h-i-p. Then, choose a landmark roughly in the middle of the activity 
area; e.g., goal post, and mark out the compass directions (degrees) that will allow students to 
lND�EACH�WAYPOINT��&OR�EXAMPLE��DIRECTIONS�TO�WAYPOINT����MAY�BE��FROM�THE�STARTING�POINT��SET�
YOUR�COMPASS�TO�����DEGREES�AND�WALK����PACES��THEN�RESET�TO����DEGREES�AND�THE�WAYPOINT�IS�
���STEPS�FROM�THERE��
Provide each pair of students with a pencil, compass, waypoint tracking/direction sheet, and 
clipboard. Ensure students are able to accurately find north. All pairs start from the same central 
location, but each pair will find the waypoint corresponding to their team number first, and 
then proceed numerically. Students follow the compass directions to find each waypoint letter 
and record it on their tracking sheet. When all the letters have been located, teams return to 
THE�STARTING�POINT�TO�UNSCRAMBLE�THEIR�LETTERS�AND�DISCOVER�THE�SECRET�WORD��#ONSIDER�INCLUDING�
numbers on the waypoints instead of letters that students will need to add together in a final 
equation.
)F�COMPASSES�ARE�NOT�AVAILABLE��PROVIDE�EACH�PAIR�WITH�A�COPY�OF�THE�TEACHER�MAP�WITH�THE�
waypoint locations identified. Students can read the map to locate the waypoint letters and 
unscramble the secret word.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and 
supervision considerations when 
ORIENTEERING��SEE�PAGE����IN�h3AFETY�
'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�IN�
!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�
)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��
������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Whoop It Up

LETTERBOXING INTRO
)NVITE�STUDENTS�TO�PERFORM�A�
variety of slow motion walking 
steps (creativity is important) 
back to the gymnasium or 
classroom. Ask students if they 
are familiar with letterboxing 
and/or geocaching. Explain 
that these activities are popular 
thoughout the world and in 
the next lesson students will 
have an opportunity to put the 
orienteering skills they have 
acquired thus far to use trying 
to locate hidden letterboxes.

Wrap It Up


